
  

Grade 4 LESSON 16  TEXT “Riding Freedom” by Pam Munoz Ryan pp. 473-483  

STANDARD  
RL.3.3 Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence 
of events.  

QUESTION FRAME  TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION  POSSIBLE RESPONSES  

What does (section) mostly 
show about (character)? (2016) 

What does the text on page 475 mostly show 
about Charlotte?  

Charlotte is determined.  

• She refuses to give up: “Charlotte had been 
proving herself her whole life and she wasn’t 
about to stop now.”  

  
Charlotte is disciplined.  

• She makes a plan and sets a goal to relearn 

how to drive a stagecoach with one eye.  For 

example, “She started taking a smaller team 

out every day. First a two-horse team. Then a 

four. Finally, with six-in-the-hand” and “she 

set a goal for herself. If she made ten clean, 

round-trip runs, she’d know she was as good 

as the next driver.”  

  
Charlotte is resourceful.  

• She learns to rely on her other senses to 
compensate for her on blind eye.  “She 
learned the different sounds the horses’ 
hooves made on different types of roads.” 
“She trusted her senses.  

  



STANDARD  
L.4.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.  
  

QUESTION FRAME  TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION  POSSIBLE RESPONSES  

  
According to the story, what 
does the phrase “X” 
(paragraph #) mean? (2017) 

  
According to the story, what does the 
phrase “sixth sense” in paragraph 2, page 
475 mean?  

According to the story, Charlotte must rely on the 
“sixth sense she has for handling horses.”   
 

• “Sixth sense” refers to something beyond 
the five basic senses (seeing, hearing, 
touching, tasting, smelling).  

• To overcome her blindness in one eye, 
Charlotte uses her physical senses.  But 
Charlotte knows she must also use her sixth 
sense - her experience and ability to 
understand and connect with horses - to 
successfully drive a stagecoach.   

  

STANDARD  
RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.  

QUESTION FRAME  TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION  POSSIBLE RESPONSES  

  
Which sentence from the 
story best explains why X? 
(2017) 

  
  

  
Which sentence from the story best 
explains why Charlotte is capable of being 
a safe and successful driver?  

 
The sentence from the story that best explains 
why Charlotte is capable of being a safe and 
successful driver is in paragraph 4 on page 477 
is 
 

“Then it’s a good thing I’m drivin’, ‘cause I can 
smell it, and I can hear it!’ yelled Charlotte.”  

 
 



STANDARD  
RL.4.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize the text.  

QUESTION FRAME  TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION  POSSIBLE RESPONSES  

  
Which detail would be most 
important to include in a 
summary of the story? (2018) 
 
  

  
Which detail on page 474 would 
be most important to include in a summary 
of the story?  

 
A bad accident leaves Charlotte partially blind.  
The rest of the story hinges on Charlotte’s ability to 
drive the coach with impaired vision.  When the 
weather turns bad, she will be able to depend on her 
other senses when the other drivers can’t because 
they haven’t needed to develop them.    

STANDARD  
RL.4.6 Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, including the difference between first and third 
person narratives 

QUESTION FRAME  TEXT SPECIFIC QUESTION  POSSIBLE RESPONSES  

  
What does the reader know in 
paragraphs # through # that 
the [characters] do not 
know? (2019) 

  
What does the reader know on pages 478 
and 479 about Charlotte that the 
passengers do not know?  

 

• Charlotte is a girl. 

• Charlotte is blind in one eye and has to use 
her other senses to help her drive the coach. 
She has been practicing her driving since her 
accident. 

 

  

 


